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Pearson guilty of rape, kidnapping
Joe Boyle
The BC News
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Wife of ketchup
king receives diamond

NEW YORK (AP) The
new owner of the 40- carat
diamond engagement ring
that once belonged to Jacqueline Kennedy OnaasU is
... the wife of a ketchup
king.
Albert Lippert, chairman
emeritus'of the H J. Heinz
Co.'* Weight Watchers subsidiary, said Thursday that
the mystery caller he relayed the winning $2.59 million bid for the night before
was none other than Heinz
chairman and CEO Anthony
JJF. O'Reilly.
; O'Reilly wanted it for his
Wife, Chryss Goulandris
O'Reilly, Lippert told The
Associated Press.
A great deal of sentiment
were behind the sky-high
price for the engagement
ring from Aristotle Onassis,
Lippert explained.
The Goulandris and
Onassis families were both
"friendly rivals" In the
shipping business in
Greece, he said.

"I can't go to the
Dairy Queen
without getting
a sundae. A tin
roof, a small one,
I should say."
-Judge Williamson,
speaking about his ice
cream preference.

burst, crying, muttering and calling the victim a liar once more,
causing Judge Gale Williamson
to ask the serial rapist to calm
down.
"Mr. Pearson, if you have one
more outburst, you will be escorted from this courtroom,"
Williamson said.
Defense co-counsel Stanley
Needles questioned the victim
about her description of the attacker in 1993 and her description in court Thursday, saying It
differed in many regards.
"The lighting in here is much
See PEARSON, page five.

Local koala diagnosed with cancer
The Associated Press

Montreal
Cincinnati

Quote of
the day

A jury of- six men and six women found Eric Pearson guilty of
rape, felonious sexual penetratrion and kidnapping after three
hours of testimony.
Pearson was charged with the
three crimes against a former
University student in August of
1993.
The day leading up to the verdict saw two prior victims' testimony given to the jury - one of
Pearson's Tiffin victims and the
alleged victim of an attempted
rape in Bowling Green.

One victim, a former BGSU
student, was stalked by an attacker she Identified as Pearson
in Sept. 1993. Pearson allegedly
followed the victim to an apartment she told him was hers. The
apartment belonged to several
men the victim described as
"large.": The men were bouncers
at a local bar.
The attempted rape victim testified Pearson was the man who
forced her to follow him in 1993,
pointing him out to the jury. As
she described his mustache,
Pearson began muttering, "You're a liar" under his breath.
Pearson had one more out-

TOLEDO, Ohio - Matilda the
koala, an attraction at the Toledo
Zoo for nearly five years, has
cancer and could die within a
year.
"With this type of cancer,
there's a good chance that it's in
other parts of the body" the zoo's
chief veterinarian Tim Reichard
said Thursday. "The long-term
prognosis is very poor."
Matilda has lymphoma, one of
the most common cancers in koalas, he said. She underwent sur-

gery to have a malignant growth
removed from her neck.
A native of Australia, a koala
lives in trees and eats only eucalyptus leaves and buds.
Matilda and another koala,
Tanami, came to the Toledo Zoo
in June 1991 from the San Diego
Zoo. Both females are 7 years old
and were loaned for breeding.
Tanami has shown no signs of
illness.
In December, zoo keepers noticed that Matilda was lame in
her rear legs. She was dropping
weight, too, almost 1 1/2 pounds

in nine days.
Doctors examined her, doing
X-rays and taking blood tests, but
found nothing except an already
diagnosed hip condition. Matilda
was given painkillers, but she did
not gain weight.
In March, doctors discovered a
growth on her neck. A biopsy was
performed and results showed
the mass was malignant. The
growth was 2 inches by 1 1/2 inches and weighed about half an
ounce, large for an animal that
weighs 13 pounds when healthy.
Since the surgery, Matilda has

found her appetite again. She is
still on display and soon will start
radiation treatment.
"She's actually perking up,'
Reichard said.
But doctors say she probably
wont live for more than a year.
Koalas normally live to age IS.
Matilda's illness has put on
hold the zoo' plans to buy another
male koala this spring, said Doug
Porer, the zoo's assistant director. The zoo had a male in 1993
but it didn't get along with Matilda and Tanami.
Officials with the U.S. koala

breeding program have yet to assign another male to Toledo. Acquisition might be delayed by the
uncertainty of Matilda's health
"We don't have any control
over what males we' get and
where they might come from,"
Porter said.
The law no longer allows the
hunting of koalas for their soft,
thick fur. However, the koala
population has declined because
of disease and as eucalyptus
forests have been cut down to
make way for development.

Senate committee
approves bill for
improved access
Jim At)rams
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The Senate
Judiciary Committee on Thursday approved a bill to put more
federal information on the Internet and generally expand
electronic access to public records.
The measure, which would
amend the Freedom of Information Act, also includes several
measures aimed at reducing delays in agency responses to
"FOIA" requests for internal
documents.
"The Freedom of Information
Act turns 30 this year. It is time
to update this law for the computer age," said Sen. Patrick
Leahy, D-Vt., a principal sponsor
of the measure.
The legislation, passed by
voice vote, adds to material that
must be made available in the
Federal Register. It requires that
information published in the
Register or available for public
inspection under FOIA be accessible electronically.
If an agency has information
available on computer, it must
provide that information elec-

tronically if requested to do so.
Robert H. Giles, president of
the American Society of Newspaper Editors and editor and publisher of The Detroit News,
called the committee's action a
"significant and welcome step."
The bill would also require that
an index of prior-released FOIA
records be made available to help
requesters.

"It is time to update
this law for the
computer age."
Sen. Patrick Leahy
Democrat-Vermont
To encourage greater speed in
answering FOIA requests, the
measure would allow agencies to
retain one-half of the fees they
collect If they comply with time
limits for responses. And routine
backlogs would no longer be considered as exceptional circumstances in seeking extensions for
responding.
"Long delays
in access can mean no access."

Lr nnoi McLendaa/rke AiMclalrd PrtM
Work continues on New York-New York, the new $350 million, 2,119-room resort MGM Grand Inc.
Is building across from the MGM Grand Hotel-Casino In Las Vegas. MGM Grand Inc. reported a
527 percent Increase In net Income for the first quarter of 1996, compared to the same period in
199S.

Investigators discover two
bodies amid burnt rubble
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Investigators on
Thursday discovered two bodies
in the rubble of a vacant downtown building destroyed by a fire
that was ruled an arson.
The bodies had not been identified, said fire Lt. David Richardson.

Investigators were continuing
to search to see whether more
bodies are buried under the
rubble, Richardson said.
The first body found was that
of a man, Richardson said. He did
not have any details about the
second body.
Scott Hall of the Miami Valley
Urban Search and Rescue Task

Force said the first body could be
that of a vagrant known to have
frequented the building.
More than 60 firefighters battled Wednesday night's fire,
which gutted the three-story
brick building. The structure had
housed a bar before it closed 18
months ago.

Witness testifies in woman's favor
The Associated Press
NEW PHILADELPHIA, Ohio A defense witness called as a fire
expert testified Thursday that a
woman did not set the fire last
August that resulted in the
deaths of her four children. '
Susan Gribben, 23, Is accused
of setting fire to her home and
killing her children, ages 3 to 11
months. She is charged with

eight counts of aggravated murder and two counts of aggravated
arson.
Gribben's trial began April 1 in
Tuscarawas County Common
Pleas Court. If convicted, she
faces death in the electric chair
or life Imprisonment. She has
been held In the county jail in
lieu of $1 million bond.
Robert Taylor of Shaker
Heights said the fire at the Grib-

ben house In Barnhill on Aug. 17
was accidental and of undetermined origin. Taylor owns a fire
investigating company.
Taylor said he wasnt sure of
the cause of the fire, but said it
occurred in the refrigeratorcounter area of the home's kitchen. Taylor said he examined the
house in March and on Monday.
"I think it was an improper
scene investigation by the state

fire marshal's office. I think in
this case they did a very poor
job," Taylor said.
He said he agreed with defense
witness Lester Barber, who testified Wednesday that plastic foam
Robert Taylor
celling tiles in the kitchen melted
resident of Shaker Heights
In the earlier stages of the fire
and dripped onto the carpeted
floor, burning like gasoline or
kerosene and causing heavy
Barber, a retired fire chief
burns near the floor.
from Stark County, also testified.

"I think in this case
they did a very poor
job."
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E.A.R. to the Left handed downstroke; unplugged
Ground...
Velcro "Kangaroo" hightops

Jacqueline Kennedy On&ssis' well-publicized auction has drawn much attention, both good and bad.
We here at E. A.R. found the piece on "Hard Copy" rather
tasteless (Of course, is there anything on "Hard Copy"
that isn't tasteless?) about seeing Carolinne Kennedy
shopping on the day of the auction, and treating this as
some sort of sin. Then again, $400,000 for crocking
horsel
***
Earth Day has come and gone. We at E.A.R. hope that
all members of the campus and community embrace the
spirit of Earth Day on every day of the year. At least, we
hope that the folks who celebrated by throwing a can in a
recycling bin didn't honestly think that they were personally saving the earth.
***
Okay, we're all into progress and everything, but ...
It seems as though Rodgers is now surrounded by a
moat of mud of sorts. Residents have a choice of trudging through ankle-deep muck, or walking all the way
around the construction site. A little gravel or sand
maybe, please?
» •**
The Unabomber eludes police for 17 years... fine with
us. He doesn't like technology ... we think everyone's entitled to their opinion. He lives in a shack ... hey, to each
his own. Authorities describe his bathing facilities as "a
make-shift shower." This guy's crossed the line, man.
Makeshift shower. Makeshift shower. Think about it
people.
**•
Is it just us, or have most people had a frighteningly
terrible streak of luck lately? It seems as though lots of
people associated with us here at E.A.R. know a lot of
folks who have started looking towards the sky for a
meteorite to come crashing down on them. Tell us what
you know at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Check out this week's Weekend Reality!
plug).

were the height of fashion. My
hair was feathered, parted down
the middle, "butt-cut" style. The
journalism school had no lawsuits.
These were better times.
. Seventh grade at St. James the
Less was a time for growing,
sharing and kickball. The day in
question involved some spiritual
growth complements of religion
class with Father David.
'Today, class, we're going to
talk about contraceptives,"
Father David began.
A Catholic priest speaking
about sex is akin to a bong virgin
babbling on about the dangers of
dope. It lacks a certain amount of
credibility.
"Condoms are not condoned by
the Catholic church, nor is the
pill, nor is sex for pleasure," he
explained, pausing to drop the
real bombshell. "Neither Is masturbation."
My seventh grade mind was
shattered. My chances for the
pearly gates were stunted. My
chances for pearly Tuesday
nights were ruined.
God didn't like me - because I
wacked off. I must not be a very
good person, my 12-year-old
mind reasoned.
"But we do have this nifty little
thing called the rhythm method."
the collared fellah said with a
grin.
Hope shone like a beacon into
my prepubecent brain. I could
substitute my beloved "left-

from a stranger's shrubs.
"Father David, Father David,"
I yelled. "How do you work this
rhythm method?"
He described a series of temperature taking, abstinence and
charting. None of which could
hold a stick to the left-handeddownst rokc. I was heartbroken.
"So you still cant ... well, you
know?" I asked, becoming extremely red in the face.
"No, Joe. You may not selfstimulate," he replied.
I felt like the guy who bought
the $400,000 rocking horse at the
Kennedy-Onassis auction. At
first I was elated at my find, then
when I returned back to Earth ...
I felt like a loser. However, I continued, undaunted, in my quest to
serve - myself.
' "What happens, Father David,
If you don't follow some rules of
handed-downstroke method"(It the Catholic church?" I querried.
really feels like someone else is "Does that make you evil?"
there, I swear) for this God"Yes, Joe," he said. "Subjecapproved rhythm thang. You
might think the preceding sec- tively, I would say that it does."
My heart sank. I was a bad kid.
tion was particularly sick. But I
guarantee you that every man The Father told me so.
"So if I dont believe in the
within reading range of this little
rag will now give the lef t-handed- rules of the Church, then I'm
evil?" I asked.
downstroke a go. Nevermind.
"Yes."
Anyway, I wanted some clariFor the next couple of weeks, I
fication. After seven years of was devestated. My schoolwork
Catholic schooling, I wasn't suffered. My family took a hit.
ready to risk heaven on the basis And my sex life ceased.
of some seventh grade conjecUntil one day, something mature.
gical happened:
My hand shot up faster than a
"You don't have to listen to
mentally Impaired Lois Lane those people," a voice boomed.

Peiffer

"No one has the right to tell you
what's right and what's wrong."
"God?" I asked my ceiling.
"No one can make your sight,"
the voice continued, picking up
speed. "No one can sing your
song."
"Is that you God?"
"You must fight with all your
might," the voice boomed.
"Listen to the bell go ding, dong!"
"God, this isn't fun -" I said, as
I realized the television blared
from the corner of the room. Jesse Jackson was addressing the
1984 Democratic convention.
"You must not bite," Jesse
said. "If you know you're right!"
"Eureka!" I cried. "I'm not
evil. I just don't agree with the
folks in power. I'm okay, Jesse
said so."
I learned an Important lesson
that day. That morning I decided
that people in authority have no
monopoly on the truth That
afternoon I questioned authority.
And later that night I practiced
the left-handed-down-stroke.Jot'
Peiffer is the Friday columnist for
The BG News. He would like to
thank all the copy editors for
creating some semblance of
spelling and grammatical correctness in his columns. Any errors that make it through are a
result of his constant inability to
spell "thier." Special thanks to
Bob for the left handed downstroke story. Questions, comments and concerns can be sent
tojpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Deregulation good for environment
Can deregulation be good for
the environment? As Earth Day
approaches, the question is not
often asked. Ever since the first
Earth Day in 1970, a distinction
has usually been drawn between
evil industialists on the one hand
and virtuous government regulators on the other. But a recent
study from the Reason Foundation, How Government Building
Codes and Construction Standards Discourage Recycling,
suggests that government may
be in fact subtly discouraging the
use of recycled goods.
The government almost never
enacts a law saying, "Thou shalt
not use recycled materials." But
many of the regulations hindering recycling are hidden. Because the government is such a
large buyer, and because
government officials enforce
state and local building codes,
the government can profoundly
affect the use of recycled materials by its choices of what to buy
and what to allow us to build
with
And Just as many people read
Consumer Reports before buying
a consumer product, so do
government agencies and building code officials look to recognized national standard-setting
organizations before making
their decisions. Two such groups
are the Philadelphia-based American Society for Testing and Materials and the American Asso-

ments rely on their standards, so
that the standards become mandatory, innovation is deterred.
Innovations like using plastic
lumber, recycled HDPE drainage
pipe or other products with recycled conent, have been perceived
to involve risk, when given the
choice, many governments
choose the path of least risk by
falling back on established
norms like th ones from the
ASTM.
In the meantime, waiting for
Earth Day, recycling advocates
should ponder this dilemma.
Given wisdom has it that the way
to ensourage recycling is
through recycling mandates, recycled-content requirements,
price preferences for recycled
materials, and other government
programs. Perhaps, though, the
answer Is the opposite. Today,
recycling is a growing industry.
And like any other industry, recycling is being discouraged by
excessive regulation and bereaucracy. Encouraging governments
Not that we dont need stan- to state the performance redards. As Jose Ortega y Gasset quirements of what they need
put It, "Barbarism la the absence and let the market find the best
of standards to which appeal can producer. Instead of mandating
be made" But not all standards someone else's preferred mateare rational, and not all standard- rials and methods, is one way in
setting methods of organizations which deregulation is good for
are Ideal.
the environment.

Current ASTM standards don't
actually prohibit recycled content in HDPE pipes, but they specify the characteristics of the
plastic to be used in such excruciating (and, some would say, unnecessary) detail that they are
akin to a probation. AASHTO
"Plastic lumber" is a case in goes further and flatly prohibits
point. Plastic lumber is a con- the use of recycled HDPE in its
strution material made out of re- standards.
cycled plastic, and it's used to
Until recently, the relevant
make products like marine pilings, sign posts, backyard decks, ASTM committee had been in a
park benches and the like. There seven-year deadlock of HDPE
Is some evidence that plastic pipe standards. According to oblumber Is more cost-effective, servers of the process, all comand may perform better, than peting manufacturers - makers
wood. But It's not being used for of concrete, steel, PVC and pres"structural" applications - for sure-grade pipes - obstructed
instance, walls that hold up a the process, perhaps fearing that
house. Because the proper test- their own market shares would
ing techniques haven't yet been drop if recycled HDPE pipes got
developed, no one would risk a standard. Recently, the ASTM
building houses ot of It just yet.
has promulgated provisional
The ASTM is the organization standards for recycled HDPE
that people expect to establish pipes, but these only apply to certhese testing standards, but ne- tain limited categories of pipe.
ciation of State Highway and
Transportation Officials. While
such groups are useful in creating uniform product standards,
excessive government reliance
on such groups discourages the
use of recycled materials.

gotiations have been going on for
over two years, and there Is still
no standard. Part of the ASTM's
slowness comes from the newness of the plastic lumber Industry. But some blame the
structure of the ASTM, where
competing industries sit on the
standard-writing committees and
can easily delay the process
Alexander Volokh is an assisThe problem Isn't that organiAnother example Is drainage zations like the ASTM or AA- tant policy analyst at the Reason
pipes made of recycled high- SHTO exist; they are useful Foundation, a public policy think
density polyethylene (HDPE). groups. However, when govern- tank based in Los Angeles.
4
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U.S. Steel, Marathon oil
profit from 1982 merger
Henry Cutter
The Associated Press

Eric Albrechl/The Aiuclalcd Prcn

Artist Matthew Palmer or Old World Stone Carving ID Columbus, Ohio, works on a sculpture of a
bulldog for Butler University. In the foreground is a personal piece another stone carver, Dale
Johnson, Is working on. Matthew baa worked m <e than 60 hours carving the dog. The bulldog was
commissioned by the Class of '96 at Butler University in Indianapolis, Ind.

PITTSBURGH - When U.S.
Steel bought Marathon Oil in
1982, Chairman David Roderick
hoped the Flndlay, Ohio-based oil
company's earnings would tide it
over rough times In the steel
business. He planned for U.S.
Steel to prop up Marathon Oil
whenever energy prices plummeted.
The strategy hasn't always
paid off, but it seems to be working now. USX Corp. said Thursday that first-quarter profits
rose 66 percent as higher energy
prices helped offset sharp de-

clines in its steel business caused
by a severe winter and lower
steel prices.
USX earned $265 million on
$5.5 billion in sales for the first
three months, up from $154 million on $5 billion in sales a year
ago. The company does not provide per-share results because
stock in its three divisions trades
separately.
The company's U.S. Steel
Group earned $46 million, or 49
cents a share, down from $74 million, or 89 cents a share. Sales
remained flat at $1.6 billion.
"I thought they were poor,"
Charles Bradford, an analyst at

UBS Securities in New York, said
of the steel business' results.
"Early In the year it became evident that they weren't going to do
very well."
But Bradford and other analysts said they had still expected
earnings a share of around 60
cents, substantially above the 49
cents the steel business reported.
USX blamed declining sheetsteel prices and cold weather In
January and February that hit its
iron ore oaations in Minnesota
particularly hard.
o
Thomas J. Usher, USX.'s
chairman, predicted healthy demand and higher prices for steel
in the second quarter.

One inmate killed in cell takeover at Ohio juvenile prison
The Associated Press

LONDON, Ohio - Teen-age inmates took over a cellblock of a
state prison on Thursday, and
one Inmate was killed, the prison
said.
The inmates gave up after
about 15 minutes, said Carol
Canode, spokeswoman for Ma-

dison Correctional Institution.
No guards were injured.
The disturbance began about
noon, as inmates were out of the
cells for lunch, she said. She had
no information about what
caused the disturbance or the
circumstances of the surrender.
Kesha Thompson of Cincinnati,
who was visiting an inmate when

One inmate was stabbed to
the disturbance began, told The
Madison Press she heard death, Canode said.
prisoners screaming "We're goJoe Andrews, spokesman for
ing to kill you deputies."
the Ohio Department of RehabiliThe unit of 55 two-man cells tation and Correction, identified
houses about 110 inmates ages 15 the Inmate as Damico Watkins,
to 18, Canode said. Prison offi- 17, who was sentenced from Hacials did not know how many in- milton County for aggravated
mates were involved in the robbery. Watkins began his fivetakeover.
to 25-year sentence in 1994 and

was transferred to Madison Cor- inside the prison when the disturbance began, The Madison
rectional In January.
Another Inmate suffered a Press said. They were hustled out
minor cut and was treated at the of the unit, and some were
prison, Andrews said. He said he trapped for a short time in a yard
did not know the inmate's name leading to the reception area, the
or whether he was injured during newspaper said.
The prison in London, about 25
the disturbance.
Visitors who had arrived by miles west of Columbus, was
bus from Hamilton County were ordered locked down.

Man charged with involuntary manslaughter in boating accident
The Associated Press

SANDUSKY
- The driver
of a boat involved in a fatal accident had been drinking for four
hours before the crash last summer on Lake Erie, an Erie County
prosecutor said.
Ollie Mastronardi, 43, of Leamington, Ont., faces one count
each of involuntary manslaughter and aggravated vehicular
homicide. If convicted, he could

be sentenced to 10 years in
prison.
The jury in the case on
Wednesday went to a dock outside The Casino restaurant on
Kelleys Island, near where the
crash occurred on June 24.

Heights, a Cleveland suburb, was
killed.
Prosecutor Kevin Baxter said
Mastronardi spent four hours before the crash drinking "sidecars" - a multi-shot concoction
of triple sec and brandy.

Prosecutors said Mastronardi's
38-foot boat crashed into a
28-foot fishing boat. A passenger
on the smaller boat, Scott Brabander, 24, of Broadview

Mastronardi's lawyer, Patrick
Ducharme, said his client was not
drunk.
But the U.S. Coast Guard said
Mastronardi failed two separate

NAACP may file complaint
The Associated Press

DAYTON - The NAACP said
Thursday it may file a complaint
in federal court after learning
that more than half of the city's
public elementary schools are
not complying with the court's
1975 desegregation order.
"It's totally against the court
order," said Jessie Gooding,
president of the local chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
Gooding said he is sending information to the group's national
office to determine whether
there are grounds to file a noncompliance complaint.
Despite 20 years of busing designed to obtain racial balance,
20 of the district's 35 elementary
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schools are out of compliance, ures. Last year, 25 were out of
according to school district fig- compliance.
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Melissa Hohn
Christy Tlpvinc
Jennifer Spotting
list Mamma
TaraTowell
Sarah Aenuu
"Emily THerijn
Jennifer Homeuiood
Monica Tokith
Micote Mauser
'Bethany OKJT
Jodi 'Baird
Stacy ■Padfico
Kitty'Btrgcr
KfUColtow
AudraMcQtll

field sobriety tests.
One witness, Bob Vitt, said he
had two "sidecars" with Mastronardi at The Casino lounge before the crash. But Vitt said Mastronardi appeared coherent and
showed no effects from the alcohol.
John Brabander, the victim's
father, testified Wednesday that
Mastronardi's cigarette boat was
going close to 50 mph and "it was

Chad Singer
Jamil Leonard
My ■Buddy
■Brian Vzickan
KpreyOT>cll
JonMcQcmian
Thad 'Doyle
Jason Stifkfi
Joe McKinna
Jon (jehring
Mart/Ihompscm
■LrtcHayU
Adorn Theirel
■Ed Wagner
Kfithjochum
■Brett Swonson
■Ben Medley
MamJfukn
Scott ■Bryden
■Brad'Davis
Scott "Brown
JonTopii,

■Kristin Menard
■Denis e Hare
•XatUShanu
JoyMonter
■LnnMdhgan
Traa Sandwisch
Tonya •Bier
TeriKfieg
Lisa Scftwoucr
Tina Toeppelman
■Beth Williamson
Molty Morutti
Tracy Scntrptnturg
Sara Lang
Tarn Schirpenburg
Kristin Mttzgtr
■Emily •PawlicH
CollenHoy
■Erin ■Bradely
Melissa Quziti
■Diana Tapontth
Tina Strieker
Cothy Cantritl
Kathy •Bomber
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■Bnan Self
trie Sanders
■Km*9tfiff
ToddMeony
Chris "Dykt
MattCalmes
%oi"Bruni
Kyle TKcktrson
Trey "Bickltt
Tout Henderson
Jason Huuhenson
■Dave Lottig
MarkjMcihers
Jeff ■Blankfnburg
JeffKniastk.
TimVawttcks
Kevin ■DeMain
Scott ■Brodoch
Shawm Collins
Mystery Man
KtvinClark,
Kevin Moody
"Doug "Diver

pointed right at us." ■
Brabander testified that just
after the crash he noticed the
people on Mastronardi's boat
"were all laughing, and I looked
twice, because I couldn't believe

my eyes."
Authorities said Mastronardi
was drunk and was speeding.
Mastronardi said he tried to stop
the boat but could not because of
mechanical problems.

Buy 3
6" Subs
And Get The
411 I Sub Free

Every
Sun. In
April

' Must be ol Equal or Lesser Value
Not Valid with any ollet, oiler good al participating Subways only

5 twobdrm.
apartments left

for fall
Coll now
354-3533
480 Lehman Hve.

524 E. Wooster
1602 E. Wooster
352-8505
354-2800
828 S. Main
1091 N. Main
354-2608
352-5505
Woodland mall Location 354-7292
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Toledo Edison attempts
to settle Clyde conflicts
The Associated Press
CLYDE, Ohio - Toledo Edison
wants to settle a dispute with this
northwest Ohio community over
service, but the city has not decided whether to accept the company's offer.
Toledo Edison this week asked
city leaders to abolish an ordinance requiring all new electricity
customers in the city to hook up
with municipally owned Clyde
Light & Power.
The company also asked the
city not to appeal a recent Public
Utilities Commission or Ohio ruling that allows Toledo Edison to
continue providing service to the
: community of 5,800 people.
la return, Toledo Edison prom: ised to drop an appeal to the Ohio
Supreme Court of the city's new

customer ordinance.
The utility has said the ordinance is unconstitutional because
customers should have the right
to choose which electric company they want to use.
"Let's stop the legal battle.
Let's co-exist," Toledo Edison
spokeswoman Luann Sharp said
Thursday. "I would hope they
would consider our offer."
City officials said they were
skeptical about the offer.
"I don't know who they're trying to kid," said Dan Weaver,
interim city manager. "They haven't really offered us anything.
One of these days I would hope
they would get serious about negotiations and not treat us like a
bunch of county bumpkins and
treat us like people who can think
on our own."

The city will decide by May 7
whether to appeal the PUCO ruling.
Clyde wants Toledo Edison to
abandon service to the city because of utility pole blight.
Toledo Edison fought the
move, saying it had the right to
compete with Clyde Light &
Power.
Toledo Edison has 300 to 400
customers in the city. The municipal company serves more than
2,100 customers. Its rates are 25
percent to 30 percent lower than
Toledo Edison's.
City Council on Jan. 3, 1995,
asked the PUCO for permission
to oust Toledo Edison.
The PUCO earlier this month
said the city failed to show that
evicting Toledo Edison was in the
public interest.

Paralyzed student sues
Former Kent undergrad seeks money for injury
The Associated Press
KENT, Ohio -- A former Kent
State University student who
was paralyzed after jumping
into a pool of mud has sued two
fraternities, a sorority and the
school.
Chad Johnson, 21, alleges he
was told last April by a Delta
Upsilon fraternity officer to
dive into the mud following a
'Hig-of-war victory. Johnson
said he complied with the order
because he was a fraternity
pledge at the time.
"The man basically said to
him, 'If you don't go into the
mud, you're not getting into the
fraternity,'" Mitchell Weisman, a lawyer for Johnson, said
Thursday.
Johnson broke his neck in the
head-first dive and is now para-

lyzed from the neck down.
Weisman said the order to
dive amounted to hazing, which
is illegal in Ohio.
The telephone number provided by the university for
Delta Upsilon was disconnected. There was no listing for
the fraternity in directory assistance.
Johnson sued Kent State in
the state Court of Claims in
Columbus, saying the university failed to supervise the charity tug-of-war.
Kent State spokeswoman
Paula Slimak said Thursday
that Johnson's injuries occurred after the scheduled
event was concluded. She said
the university had not received
a copy of the lawsuit, so she
could not comment on the specifics of it.

"The university has been
working with Chad and his
family since this tragic incident happened," Slimak said,
adding that a dormitory room
for disabled students was
available for Johnson. Weisman did not know what Johnson's future plans were.
Johnson, 21, was hospitalized
for six months and undergoes
therapy three times a week. He
lives in Olmsted Falls with his
parents.
Johnson also filed a lawsuit
in Portage County Common
Pleas Court against the Delta
Upsilon chapter at Kent State
and its officers.
The lawsuit also lists the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
and the Chi Omega sorority as
defendants because they organized the fund-raiser.
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Al Bf fcrnuui/Tkr Associated Prcu
Cincinnati zookeeper, Carol Schottelkotte, smiles as her chin It licked by a 5-week-old female white
lion while being introduced to the public at the zoo In Cincinnati.

PEARSON
Continued from page one.

different than the lighting on a
street corner at 2 a.m.," the victim said.
The victim also testified that
"he wanted to be loved," and was
wearing a dark blue sweatshirt two items very similar to Tuesday testimony given by the Aug.
1993 victim.
Earlier in the day, testimony
from Pearson's first Tiffin victim was read into the record,
showing another case with patterns matching testimony jurors
heard about Pearson's other
rapes.
"He put a bag over my head
and tried to penetrate my vagina,
" her testimony read.
However, the similarity that
prosecutors came back to in closing arguments was about a smaller detail - Pearson commanding
two of the victims to put on their
shoes.
"He apologized. He told me to
put my shoes on, and that's when
he decided to take me home," according to the victim's testimony.
ood County Prosecuting Attorney Alan Mayberry produced a
chart In his closing statement
showing similarities between
four rapes the jury was informed
of - Including the shoe testimony
from the Bowling Green victim

Tracy
Michelle
TA
Amy
Laurie

Time is running out for you to get...
Houses

1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments
We also have limited number left at Mercer Manor
Call us or come in for a listing!
352-0717
224E. Wooster

Wendy
Carrie
Christy
Lisa
Diane
Resa
Cory
Stephanie
Stacy
Cara
Allison

Kara & Drew
Dana & Andy
Megan & Andy
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Also, come in and get our summer listing

Spaghetti with Garlic Toast
A LunchSavor portion made with Bob
Evan* Italian sausage, grilled garlic toast
and grated Parmesan Cheese. $359

Judge Gale Williamson
Needles said the jury would
need to decide if they could trust
the government.
"Can the government establish
Eric Pearson did this?" Needles
asked. "Quill is not an expert. He
has been trained to submit to the
will of the FBI."
Two alternates were excused
from the jury, and the case was
submitted to the jury at 4:30 p.m.
At 7:42 jurors rang for Bailiff
Linda Myers to let the judge
know they had reached a verdict.

Mssy
& Nick
Chrissy & Steve
Amy
& Zach Kelly
Melanie
Susie
light Kim
Christy
Ann
Donna
Jen
Stephannie&
Lori
Jen
Michelle
Molly
Brandi
Stacey
Kary
Jamie

Joey
Ross
James
Justin
Eric
Terry
Jonathonl
Rodney
Mike
Ben
Joe
Doug
Bret
Jeff
Jason
Jon
Brandon

SALADS
AND MORE
RESTAURANT

*° great Lunches $3.99 & Under
ilable Monday thru Friday until 4pm

CLASSIC
SANDWICHES

Chicken Vegetable Pasta
A blend of mixed vegetables k fettuccine
with Alfredo sauce topped with two
marinated grilled chicken shim k
Parmesan cheese. Served with grilled
garlic toast. $3.99

"Mr. Pearson, if you
have one more
outburst, you will be
escorted from this
courtroom."

Marianne &

tSXSSSi lunch Savors
A Lunchtime Portion of
Our Dinnertime Favorites
Beef Tips & Noodles
Tender Chunks of Beef smothered in a
hearty brown gravy. Served on wide egg
noodles with dinner rolls $3.99

that Pearson's other three victims testified to before the Jury.
Needles took on a more Luddite
angle In his closing argument,
saying the only evidence the
prosecution had was "government statistics."
"When the government comes
down on a citizen, it's very hard,"
Needles said. "The bottom line is
that you convict a man on
government statistics."

GAMMA PHI BETA'S

Tracie

Efficiencies

Craig
Hoover
Billy
Chris
Shawn
Mark
Jose
Hithem
Mike
David
Christian
Frank
Chris
Bob
Bill
Bart
Miles

and the Tiffin victim.
Mayberry admitted the defense contention that his case
was smoke and mirrors, but
claimed that the smoke was the
victim's testimony. And where
there's smoke, Mayberry said,
there's fire.
"She smoked the defendent
when she testified," Mayberry
said. "Do you remember when
she said those are the eyes [of
her attacker]? That smoke was
very true."
"After that smoke we had some
fire when [FBI agent and DNA
expert] Jack Quill testified they
said the blood beyond a reasonable doubt matched the semen,"
Mayberry said.
Mayberry also put the numbers QuiU testified to yesterday
- those describing the probability of another person fitting
the same DNA profile as Pearson
- Into his perspective.
"Last time I checked, women
were incapable of leaving semen
stains. Double that number [one
In 350,000]. Let's say males between 30 and 50. Double that
number again," he said. "When
you factor in those things, it's one
in millions and millions.
"Wouldn't we all like to have
those odds in picking a spouse?"
Mayberry questioned.
Mayberry said the mirrors In
his case were the similar attacks

Our Popular Dinnertime Salads in
a Lunchtime Size
Tender Chicken Strips & Fries
Three plumps strips of chicken breast
breaded At fried golden brown. Served
with our delidous barbecue sauce k French
Fries. $3.79
Chicken Caesar Salad
Fresh Romaine lettuce, Caesar dressing k
homestyle garlic croutons topped with
tomatoes, shredded Parmesan Cheese k
two marinated grilled chicken strips.
$3.99

Clastic Lunchtime Favorites
Double Decker & Fries
Two generous patties, cheese, tomato,
and Bob Evans special sauce, served
with French Fries. $3.89
5.

Perch Sandwich & Fries
One lightly seasoned perch fillet topped
with American cheese and lettuce.
Served on a grilled sourdough bread with
a side of tartar sauce and French Fries.
$3.79

6.

Turkey Burger & Fries
Our Turkey burger served with
lettuce, tomato, and French Fries.

i.

Chef Salad
Lettuce layered with turkey, ham,
tomatoes, shredded American cheese k
two marinated grilled chicken strips.
$3.99

10. Soup At Salad
Garden salad served with a cup of bean,
potato, broccoli or vegetable beef soup At
rolls. $359

. $3.69

•ADD A SIDE DISH TO ANY OF THE 10 LUNCH SAVERS FOR ONLY $1 (UNTIL 4 PM)
1726 E. WOOSTER
CARRY-OUT AVAILABLE
^LOCATED BEHIND B.P.)
352-2193

Waiting to Exhale
April 26 & 27
8 pm & 11 pm
111 Olscamp

Mystery of the Wax
Museum
April 25
9 pm FREE
The Gish Film Theater

For more information call 372-7164
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Jackie O's estate
sells for millions

Budget war comes to a close
Dave Skidmore
The Associated Press

Catherine Crocker
The Associated Press

the presale estimate of $39,000.
The Franklin Mint, which
makes collectibles, bought the
NEW YORK - A triple strand faux pearls, worn by Jackie in a
of fake pearls that might go for 1962 photo of her with a young
$65 at Macy's sold at auction for John F. Kennedy Jr. The neck$211,500 Thursday for the simple lace, estimated to sell at about
reason that a laughing Jacqueline $600, will be displayed in the
Kennedy was once photographed company's museum in suburban
with her-toddler son playfully Philadelphia
tugging at the necklace.
A high point in the bidding
It was just another unbelieva- came Wednesday, when a
ble sale to the Camelot-crazed at mystery bidder paid $2.59 milSotheby's, with bidders offering lion for the 40-carat diamond
thousands - and sometimes mil- ring given to Mrs. Onassis by Arlions ~ more than estimated for istotle Onassis. A desk Kennedy
items from the estate of Jacque- used to sign the Nuclear Test Ban
line Kennedy Onassis.
Treaty of 1963 sold for $1.43 milThe running total midway lion.
through the third day of the fourAnother highlight was
day estate sale was $23 million. Wednesday's sale of a leather
Sotheby's conservative estimate traveling box that once belonged
for the entire auction had been to Marie Antoinette. Mrs. Onas$3.3 million to $4.6 million.
sis bought the tiny trunk at auc"It's hard to imagine that tion in 1981. Valued at $25,000 to
prices could ever exceed in the $35,000, it sold for $118,000.
forseeable future the prices dri"If you wanted the best provven by hysteria that they're see- enance of two women in the
ing now," said Arlen Ettinger, world, it would be Marie Antoinepresident of Guernsey's auction tte and Jackie Kennedy," said
house in New York.
Brooks, the auctioneer for the
Also on the block Thursday sale.
were Mrs. Onassis' riding sadSotheby's based the estimates
dles and President John F. Ken- largely on the intrinsic value of
nedy's golf clubs.
the objects ~ few of which were
Sotheby's president, Diana antiques or unusual works of art
Brooks, said Thursday's costume - rather than on who owned
jewelry session alone set a re- them.
cord for exceeding a presale esThe record for an estate sale
timate: $2.5 million, or 61 times was set in the late 1980s.

WASHINGTON -- The Clinton administration and Republican leaders today each declared victory as House lawmakers began moving a huge
bill financing dozens of federal
agencies and finally ending the
messy 1996 budget war.
The agreement concludes
nearly a year of bruising partisan strife that twice shut down
much of the government.
White House Chief of Staff
Leon Panetta and senior House
and Senate lawmakers stood
shoulder-to-shoulder Wednesday evening to announce the
truce.
They said they had resolved
environmental and other disputes holding up passage of the
$160 billion measure for the
five months left in the fiscal
year.
The House turned to the bill
today and the Senate was
scheduled to follow. White
House press secretary Mike
McCurry said President Clinton would sign it as soon as it
reached his desk. But he expressed concern that Republicans "might feel the White
House got too much out of the
agreement" and balk at approving it.
"The President, by standing

Dcaall Cook/The Anoclalcd PITH

House speaker Newt Gingrich of Georgia, right, accompanied by Senate Majority Leader, Bob
Dole of Kansas, center, and House Budget Committee Chairman Rep. John Kaslch, R-Ohlo, meets
reporters on Capitol Hill after the House passed a budtget for the rest of the fiscal year.
firm, stopped them at every
point of the way," he said.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., said today there
would be "more than enough"
GOP votes to pass it. Republicans focused on what they said
was $23 billion in savings they

had wrung from the budget
compared with fiscal 1995.
"The facts speak for themselves. They (Democrats)
wanted higher spending, a
higher deficit and more borrowing," said House Budget
Committee Chairman John Ka-

sich, R-Ga. "It is a clear victory for Republicans."
But Democrats concentrated
on their success in blunting
provisions they said harmed
the environment and restoring
nearly $5 billion in House cuts
to.

Kansas farmers face wheat perils
Michael Bates
The Associated Press
CONWAY SPRINGS, Kan. Drought, freeze damage and insect pests have forced Lynden
Speer and a iot of-other farmers
to plow under their winter wheat
and plant other crops this year.
Speer, a 42-year-old southcentral Kansas farmer, was turning under 130 acres of wheat
Thursday to put in grain sorghum, used as livestock feed. "In
the 20 years I've farmed, this is

the first time I've ever torn up
wheat to get in milo," he said.
Across Kansas, traditionally
the top wheat-producing state in
the nation, fields that usually are
thick with 10-inch or taller green
wheat this time of year instead
have thin and stunted wheat.
Many fields have been plowed
under.
It is much the same in other top
wheat states.
The first U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimate of how
much wheat is being abandoned

or destroyed won't be out until
May 10. But on Monday, the
USDA reported that 4S percent
of the wheat in 19 states is in
poor to very poor condition.
Crops in Illinois, Kansas. Missouri and Oklahoma wf re in the
worst shape.
In Kansas, the crop is 58 percent poor to very poor. Kansas
Farm Bureau analysts predict a
harvest around 195 million bushels, down from the 320 million
bushels binned last year and less
than half the 400 million or more

ROLLERBLADE SALE 1!1
F2 NOW
$99.95

Bauer-Roller Darby-Ultra Wheels
Roller Hockey Skates-Fitness-Street Skates
Street Hockey Sticks-Blades-Balls-Pucks
"We Service What We Sell-

All models on sale now!

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
John & Mary Mura,
Proprietors

Your Hockey Headquarter in Bowling Green
123 S. Main, DOWNTOWN B.G. ~ 352-3610

Our Friendly,
Knowledgeble
Sales People
Will Help You Make
The Right Selection
For Your
Specific Needs.

JOHN NEWLOVE>RE$L ESTATE
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SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

bushels Kansas usually produces.
Meanwhile, wheat prices on
the commodity futures markets
have been setting records. Wheat
futures prices soared Thursday
for the seventh straight session
as panicked grain millers and
processors rushed to snap up
nearly depleted supplies.
Brian Todd, vice president of
the weekly Food Institute Report,
a trade publication published in
Fair Lawn, N.J., said the record
wheat prices may boost prices

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Let the BG News Brighten Up Your Day!!!

Lori WittichMary
Longevin
Mandy Kardamis
Theo Soufflas
Christine Booth
Alexandra Akas
Belhany Gadfield
Laura Slarkey
Amanda Callahan
Michelle Smith
Bellanna Vega
Stephanie Rose
Bridget Carty
Stephanie Shininger
Christopher Lynch
Manica Vidican
Michelle NaLepa
Amy Yakopcic
Kikki Sturzinger
Kelly Heider
Amy Lazor
Lori Wittich
Mary Longevin
Mandy Kardamis

Jessica McGrail
Kimberley Geunnk
Kenn Kerpen
Derrick Jones
Stephanie Minrovic
Michelle Calvelage
Nadane Luidhan
Megan Meyer
Michell Magoteaux
Joclyn Noe
Marcus Hamman
Juliane Patterson
Dawn Fesmier
Chad Frank
Angela Rowe
Quentin Dudeck
Cobey Kloos
Christopher Lynch
Manica Vidican
Michelle NaLepa
Amy Yakopcic
Kikki Sturzinger
Kelly Heider
Amy Lazor

For More Info. Call
372-7164

Theo Soufflas
Christine Booth
Alexandra Akas
Bethany Gadfield
Laura Slarkey
Amanda Callahan
Michelle Smith
Bellanna Vega
Stephanie Rose
Bridget Carty
Stephanie Shininger
Kerry Lutz
Carrie Williamson
David Exner
Jennifer Plas
Wendy Jill Vander
Wall
Deirde 0' Shea
Jennifer Bonaszak
Michael Hess
Mary Smith
Holley Clark
Tanya Ridge
Shannon Clancy
Mislv Barman

Lisa Sayles
Jennifer Kelley
Amy Lewis
Krislin Grefralh
Jennilyn Wiley
Tricia Sielschotl
Holly Deimling
Trey Bickett
Amy Africa
Amaricida Parrock
Beth Evans
Ty Tranter
Krislen Lewis
Lisa Schwolzer
Nicole Koester
Kareem Ashe
Stacey Hallowes
Amy Vennekorter
Shelley Bodner
Kyle Russ
Gina Cano
Jennifer Musson
Sara Scarbrough
Amy Pleinum
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10 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
Education Bldg. Steps
Tuesday 4/23 thru
Friday 4/26. Illusions
of Grandeur will be
selling products
you need
Sponsored by

Congradulations to the New Orientation Leaders
Amy Barr
Jen Boczek
Shannon Boulton
Man Darra
Kale Kama
Elizabeth Mattera
DeAnna Slam
Pamela Buxion
Candance Bonnell
Tracy Bonneit
Jennifer Delost
Jill Elliott
Lisa Kin/
Jenifer Newman
Susie Stamen
Julie Miller
Chris Seta
Gina Staccone Jessy Sponsler
Lisa Swenson
Stephanie Halko
Amy Herbert
Laura Grabiec
Card Dill

A

Large assortment of
Hojises, Duplexes, and
Apartments

for such products as bread and
cereal, but only slightly. Most of
the cost consumers pay is for
packaging and marketing, not
raw materials.
Winter wheat is planted in the
fall and harvested in the late
spring or early summer.
This year's crop was damaged
by months of drought. Insects
and temperature extremes.
Warm spells In February and
March coaxed out tender wheat
shoots that were later stunted or
killed by sub-zero weather.

JEWELRY/DEAD
HEAD SALE

ORDER OF OMEGA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE
NEW MEMBERS FOR SPRING 1996
APRIL BALSER
JENNIFER BANASZAK
ELIZIBETH BENDER
JASON BRISTOL
RYAN CAPE
SCOTT CARR
MARTIE COYLE
MATT DOBRANSKY
JEAN ENNEPER
JULIE FENSTERMAKER
ELIZABETH FOGARTY
SANDRA GERINGER
LAURI HALDY
JENNIFER HAMILTON
MEGHAN HARRIS
FRED HAUER
KELLY HEPKE
HEATHER HOY
KATIE KEANE
DIANA BRECLAW

JENNIFER KNOTT
DAVE KREIENKAMP
TERI KRIEG
GREG LESINSKI
KAREN MCCANN
KELLY MORIARTY
BRET PERRY
PAULA PLUMMER
CARRIE POST
LYNNE REINER
KRISTINA SHELDON
TIFFANY SOLTIS
DAVID SPIELDENNER
JIM STANGE
SHANNON STREICHER
ANDY SYKES
SANTANTA VONTHRON
SHANNON WILLIAMS

HONOR INITIATES
BECKIE FULLENKAMP

;

KATHLEEN RIZZO,
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Falcons show off new
attitude at scrimmage

Cavs lose
first game
in playoffs
at home

Scott Brown
The BC News

Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The New York
Knicks ran off 20 straight points
in the fourth quarter and made a
team-record 17 3-pointers
Thursday night to beat the Cleveland Cavaliers 106-83 in the
opener of their first-round
playoff series.
' John Starks had six 3-pointers,
Hubert Davis had five and the
Knicks shot 17-of-22 from behind
the arc. The 17 3s were two away
from the NBA playoff record of
19 set by Houston at Utah last
April.
. The visiting team has won 11 of
the last 13 meetings in the New
Vork-Cleveland series, including
the regular season and playoffs.
The Knicks swept two games at
Gund Arena in their 3-1 victory
Jt fT CIMdcarTfcc A>»clatrd PI*M
in the first round last year.
Cav's guard Terrell Brandon slides between Patrick Ewing and
Patrick Ewing scored 23 and
Charles Oakley of the New York Knicks during their first round
Starks 21 for the Knicks. Dan
playoff game.
Majerle had 23 and Terrell Brandon 18 for the Cavs.
They ended all doubt by run- Harper, came at the start and end
New York trailed 75-74 after
Majerle sank a 3-point shot with ning off six straight points - a of a 14-0 run that put the Knicks
9:17 to play. The Cavs then went three-point play by Ewing fol- ahead 55-45 midway through the
lowed by Davis' fourth 3-pointer third quarter. Cleveland,
scoreless for the next 5
however, answered with a 15-5
minutes, and by the time Bran- -for a 100-79 lead.
A pair of 3-point shots, one by
don broke the drought with a
See CAVS, page nine.
Charles Oakley and one by Derek
layup, the Knicks led 94-77.
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BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

Summer employment
Home Gil

Now Hiring for these positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

$29.95

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Coll Today for Complete Derails!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

I
I
I
independantly
I
and
Falcon owned
operated (located I
Irom
I
Harshman Dorm)
Plaza peracross
I
night lor a
single or double
I
room (plus tax)
I
•Early Check-in and late Check-out time • Continental Breakfast
I
Coffee available 24 hours • Also executive rooms $39.95
I
Limited number ot
Advance
I
room* available at 352-4671 reservations
this rate.
requested
I
I
Coupon Must Be Presented At Check In
J
Sunday, April 28 - Thursday, May 2
Sunday, May 5 - Thursday, May 9

Home City Ice Company

Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Coach Gary Blackney is calling
it a "rebirth".
Coming off what many consider a disasterous 5-6 campaign
a year ago, the Falcon football
team has a new direction with
several new assistant coaches
and a refreshed commitment to
getting back to their winning
ways.
The Falcons will get a chance
to put their new attitude on display this afternoon with the annual spring game, culminating
nearly a month of spring practice.
The game, a scrimmage between two split squads of the
Falcon football game, is set for 5
p.m. at Doyt Perry Stadium.
There is no admission charge.
"We scrimmaged Monday, and
it's the best I've seen us look in a
long, long time," Blackney said.
"I think the players have really
received the new coaches extremely well. It's been an opportunity for a lot of our players to
have a rebirth. And after the
season that we had [last year], we
really needed that."
All told, there are five new assistant coaches on the football
staff this season, headed by
offensive coordinator Michael
Farragalli. Farragalli was the

Rogers and split end Eric Starks.
With Keylan Cates and Courtney
Davis also coming back in the
offensive backfield, there is a potential for offensive fireworks in
1996.
Provided, of couVse, the
offensive line stays healthy and
can protect and/or open holes.
"The key will be our offensive
line," Blackney said. "We have a
couple wide receivers that are
Gary Blackney good enough, and our backfield is
Falcon Football Head Coach good, arid we have a solid quarterback in Bob Niemet. The
offensive line will be very imporoffensive coordinator during tant in terms of our success as a
Blackney's first four years at team."
Three starters return on the
BG, when the Falcons were a
combined 36-8-2 and set school offensive line for the Falcons, led
and conference records on the by John Kuck at center. Depth on
the line, however, is one of
offensive side of the ball.
The goal of spring practice is Blackney's biggest concerns.
On defense, seven starters are
to get the players out and start on
preparations for the fall season back, but many more who will
Blackney has been pleased over- play important roles saw a lot of
all with what he has seen, but re- time last season. Despite the
alizes that there are still some subpar season the Falcons had,
the defense was still ranked
areas of concern.
"We're not very deep in a lot of fourth among Mid American
positions, but right now we have Conference schools.
"If we are able to get our demore consistency and more
togetherness than we ever have fense back to the level it was the
or that we have in a long time," first few years [of my tenure],
Blackney said. "Obviously, our we'll be pretty good," Blackney
players have a great attitude and said. "I'm ... cautiously optimisit appears to me that they have tic."
taken last season and the opportunity that this season presents
Today's game was originally
scheduled for Saturday, but the
very personally."
The Falcons suffered through game was moved to coincide with
their worst season in five years Spirit Day activities at the Uniin 1995, at one point losing four versity.
games in a row by a combined
In the past few years, the first
score of 103-26. Thirty lettermen
and 13 starters - seven of them team was pitted against the rest
on defense - return from that of the squad for the spring game.
This year, however, the players
team.
Bob Niemet, who started four requested two separate teams,
games a year ago at quarterback, and Blackney worked with the
returns to the fray along with seniors to split into two squads
both starting flanker Jacque for the game.

"J think the players
have really received
the new coaches
extremely well. It's
been an opportunity
for a lot of our players
to have a rebirth."

Howard's
clubW
Mon-Sot 12-2:30 om
352 - 9951

Sun 5 -2;3Q om
fflOQ, 02)3(313(335)

Mike Katon
0QW3 (BCKSQaBOaSS
• Clectronk Darts • r-lnboll
-H ... II
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The Kroger
advertisement appearing in
Thursday's BG News was incorrect
The correct ad for this week is on
page 7 today.
•

T

•

/

i ii I
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Kroger BrandsTry it, like it,
or get the
national
I
brand FREE!

YOUR
TOTAL VALUE

uwjBSS DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY PAY
^0^^^—1

ALL
MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS UP TO

This Ad Valid: APRIL J2ll22|23|24|25|26|27J Most Stores Open 24 Hours"
Prices and Items Effective at Toledo & Bowling Green Kroger Stores, April 21 thru April 27,1996.

COPYRIGHT 1996. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE.
•DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 50c. DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
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Beck, Kite in lead at Greensboro
Tom Foreman
The Associated Press

Tom Pld«f oa/Thc Aaioclaf rd Prtai

Detroit Tigers' Mark Lewis fields a groundball by Minnesota's Matt Lawton at Tiger Stadium In the
eighth inning.

Tigers remain on skid,
lose their eighth straight
The Associated Press
DETROIT - The Minnesota
Twins picked up where they
left off the previous day, rapping IS hits Thursday and
sending the Detroit Tigers to
their eighth straight loss, 11-1.
' The Twins, who routed the
''Tigers 24-11 Wednesday, started the scoring in the first inning on Ron Coomer's two-run
'single. Minnesota scored in six
different innings while winning three in a row for the first
time this season.
Roberto Kelly had three hits,
scored twice and stole two
bases for the Twins, and Scott
Stahoviak added a home run.
LaTroy Hawkins (1-0), starting for the second time in three
days, struck out a career-high
■20 and allowed just three hits
in six innings. He lasted only 1
1-3 innings, giving up four runs
on five hits, while getting a nodecision Tuesday against Bos-

ton.
Hawkins was pressed into
starting again when manager
Tom Kelly used scheduled
starter Jose Parra during
Wednesday's win. Greg Hansell worked three innings for
his first career save.
Travis Fryman homered for
the Tigers, who have lost four
of five to the Twins this year.
Minnesota has outscored Detroit 65-35 in those games.
Scott Aldred (0-2) tied his career-high with six strikeouts in
5 2/3 innings. But he walked
five, hit a batter and gave up
seven hits along with four
earned runs.
Aldred has not won a bigleague game since May 14,
1993 With Montreal.
Kelly singled home in a run
during the third, doubled and
scored in the fifth and singled
and scored in the seventh
Minnesota added three runs
in the third, with two outfield

errors on the same play keying
the inning.
After Paul Molitor led off
with a single, right fielder
Bobby Higginson dropped
Marty Cordova's routine fly
ball. Molitor went to third, and
Cordova took second when
center fielder Chad Curtis
dropped the ball trying to pick
it.
Dave Hollins' groundout
scored Molitor, then Kelly and
Chuck Knoblauch hit RBI singles.
Stahoviak homered in the
seventh off Randy Veres. The
Twins scored three times in the
ninth after Mike Durant led off
with a double.
Notes: Alan Trammell, who
extended his hitting streak to
12 with a third-inning single,
batted In his old No. 2 spot for
Detroit. He's usually batted
ninth ... No Twins player had
five RBIs In a game last season.

GREENSBORO, N.C - Chip
Beck and Tom Kite found two
things they've been in search of
lately - a big dose of confidence
and a spot on the leaderboard.
Beck, a North Carolina native
seeking to make a turnaround before the home folks, shot a 5-under-par 67 for a share of the firstround lead Thursday in the
Greater Greensboro Classic.
Kite, golf's career earnings
leader whose recent paydays
have been meager by comparison, is among four golfers at 68
on the Forest Oaks Country Club
course.
So far this year, neither Beck
nor Kite has played the type of
golf that built their reputations.
After seven years of being a top
25 money winner, Beck fell to
68th in 1994 and 111th in 199S. In
11 outings this year, Beck has
missed three cuts and finished no
better than the tie for 38th he
managed in last week's MCI
Classic.
"I've had a real frustration
tolerance level that's gone a lot
higher," he said. "Golfers need
that as much as anybody, to be
able to handle things that are
frustrating."
He had to handle frustration in
The Players Championship when
a third-round 76 robbed him of
any chance of a respectable finish.
"When you've worked as hard
as I've worked and you put in the
energy and yet you're really unsuccessful, that's the disappointment that makes it go one
way or the other," Beck said. "If
you can't tolerate the disappointment at that point, then
there's no way you'll ever accomplish anything. Sometimes
you bottom out before you can
get it turned around."
Beck considers himself on the
upswing as he reaches Greensboro, where he has had five finishes in the top 10 out of 14 appearances dating back to 1980.
Having worked with Mac O'Grady to get his game restarted.
Beck began his run at redemption with a 31 on his front side.
The only glitches in his round
were a three-putt bogey at the
par-4 No. 4 hole, his 13th of the
day, and a pulled drive at No. 7
that led to another bogey. The
highlights included a 6-iron from
a fairway bunker on No. 5 that
set up a 30-foot birdie putt.
"My confidence has been im-

WANTED!
ADULT BASEBALL PLAYERS
TEAM PLACEMENT NO-CUT TRYOUTS
18 yn old to 65 & TIRED OF SOFTBALL?
Brad Coldiron, National President/N.A.B.A. invites you to

"LIVE THE DREAM!" PLAY REAL BASEBALL IN
The National Adult Baseball Association/BOWLING GREEN/TOLEDO
■' The Most Affordable Quality National Adult Baseball Program

Soles Person of the
Week

Bob Jordan/The Atwdalcd Prtaa

Joe Don Blake hits on the eighth green from a bunker in the flrat
round of the Greater Greensboro Chrysler Classic being played at the
Foreit Oaks Country Club.
some keys that seem to be helping me a little bit, and I played a
pretty solid round today," Kite
said.
"Shall we just say I'm cautiously optimistic about about the
way everything is going right
now."
Kite's change of luck was
marked on his 16th hole, the
par-4 seventh. He drove his tee
shot into the adjacent fairway,
missed the green with his second
shot and landed in deep rough.
From 30 feet, his sand wedge
shot hit the flag stick and went in
for birdie.
Joining Beck at 67 was Guy
Boras, who prior to Greensboro
has missed seven cuts in 12 outings. Billy Andrade, who played
college golf at nearby Wake
Forest, Joe Ozaki and Jay Don
Blake were at 68 with Kite.
Blake missed out on a share of
the lead when he got tangled in
the deep rough on his final hole
and his birdie attempt teased the
rim of the cup. The other problem was a southwesterly wind
Chip Beck gustlng to 33 mph that plagued
anyone with an afternoon tee
Pro Golfer time.
"It was really a grind trying to
find out which club to hit and feel
proving, and that's the most im- confident about hitting it," Blake
portant thing," Beck said.
said. "It was a big guessing
Not since 1975 has Kite been game."
anything less than a top-25 performer when It came to money,
Defending champion Jim Galtaking the No. 1 spot twice and lagher Jr., bidding to become the
winning $1.3 million in 1989. In first repeat winner since Sam
1994, Kite was 22nd, but he Snead in 1956, shot an openingplummeted to 104th In 1995. He round 73.
started the year with a tie for
13th in the Bob Hope Classic but
Formerly known as the
hasn't done better than 38th Greater Greensboro Open, the
since.
1996 tournament Is sponsored by
"All of a sudden, I've found The Chrysler Corp.

"When you've worked
as hard as I've
worked and you put
in the energy and yet
you are really
unsuccessful, that's
really the
disappointment that
makes it go one way
or the other. If you
can't tolerate the
disappointment at
that at point, then
there is no way you'll
ever accomplish
anything. Sometimes
you bottom out before
you can get it turned
around."

I IK<I>

Playeri, Player/Managers & Team* Are Invited To Attend Our

. 1996 PLACEMENT OPEN TRYOUT-Sun APRIL 28. 12.30 pm
DOWLINC CREEN SENIOR U.S., 530 W. POE RD '
• (Rescheduled from April 14 due to weather.)
CALL FOR DIRECTIONS: $5 TRY OUT FEEBRINC YOUR CLOVE-THESE ARE NOT "CUT'TRYOUTS
1996 National Adull Baaoball Aaaociation/Denvar, Colorado All Righu Roaerved

r1 MEDIUM PIZZA

1 LARGE PIZZA

with cheese and one topping |
Plus an 8 piece Crazy Bread ■

EXPIRES5-15-96

I

with cheese and 1 topping
<£*>

EXPIRES 5-15-96

(

llk<I>

IIK<1>

IIK4>

IIK<I>

Give toll roads 100% effort and
then just kick back and
relax at the formal!I
and above all have funl!
llk'I>

nu»««QJCE>tioi»»iN6 t"999

llk<l>

Call Chuck if you
still have questions
...but hurry!!

2 Weeks in a Row!

CaHfw
special
party prices

llk<!>

Get Ready Pi Kapps!
The Red Rose Formal
'f
Is Almost Here!

FOR MORE INFO CALL (419)669-3095
V .

IIK«|)

llk<l>

llk<l>

IIK<I>

IIK<I>

IIK<1>

I IK<I»

llk<I>

I
■ 1 5% OFF I
Any 1 ITEM
I
Does not apply to
Special orders.Jewelry,
I
Tuxedo Rental or Dry Cleaning.
I
I Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge Street
I

(Across from Mac West)

352-8333
Expires

■
5-11-961
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CAVS
Continued from page fix.
spurt of its own, capped by
Majerle's 3-pointer that tied it at
60.
After that, neither team led by
more than seven until the Knicks
scored their 20 In a row during a
five-minute span of the fourth
quarter. New York hit four
3-pointers during the flurry, including the two by Davis and one
each by Starks and Charlie Ward.
Ewing got it all started with a
short fade-away.
It was the first time in five
games against Cleveland this
season that New York reached
100 points.
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Befitting a game between two the "Knicks who had to score the
of the best defensive and worst last three points of the half to tie
offensive teams in the league. it at 40. Majerle scored 10 points
New York missed its first eight for Cleveland during the quarter.
Notes: Oakley, who missed the
shots while Cleveland missed
five of its first seven. The last six games of the season with
Knicks, however, came back to a broken bone under his eye,
shoot 51.4 percent for the game, scored 17 for the Knicks. He was
including a remarkable 77 per- wearing a clear plastic mask to
protect his face. ... Ewing's
cent on 3-pointers.
They built the biggest lead of 3-pointer at the end of the first
the first half, 24-17, when Oakley quarter was the eighth of his cahit a 15-foot jumper to start the reer in the playoffs. He was
second quarter after Ewing had 4-of-28 on 3-point attempts this
beaten the buzzer with a 3-poin- season. ... New York scored 29
ter at the end of the first quarter. points in the third quarter after
But the Cavaliers scored the scoring just 28 points In the ennext six points to keep It from tire first half of Its game at
getting out of hand, and it was Cleveland one week earlier.

Marino signs Dolphin deal
backs, behind New England formance incentives.
Patriots' Drew Bledsoe and DalThe no-trade clause will defuse
MIAMI - Dan Marino's new las Cowboys' Troy Aikman.
speculation that new Dolphins
three-year contract includes a
coach Jimmy Johnson wanted to
no-trade clause and a signing
Besides the signing bonus, trade Marino. Johnson has rebonus of $5.8 million, according Marino's contract calls for a re- peatedly said that Marino Is part
to a published report Thursday.
porting bonus of $600,000 this of his plans to win a championThe contract Marino signed year and a base salary of $2.8 ship In Miami.
Tuesday will pay him $17.9 mil- million in 1996, $3.7 million in
lion through 1998, the Tampa 1997 and $5 million in 1998, the
Marino, 34, had one year reTribune reported. His average Tribune reported.
maining on his current contract,
annual salary of $5.97 million
which was to pay him $4.45 milranks third among NFL quarterThe contract also includes per- lion in 1996.

The Associated Press

* * * * * Let The BG News Brighten Your Day!!! *

*

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
Th« American Marketing AuooMkon will b*»
having its annual awards banauat on Fri.. April
26 from ft-7pm in BA 1007. Coma receive your
award and have dinner tool Alto join ua afterfcarde ai BW-3 lor happy hours! Hope to tee al
AMA member* therel

Criminal Justice Summer Course*
Both of these courses are open to ail students.
and are 3 credit hours, introduction to Criminal
Justice (CRJU 210), and Crime Flicks (CRJU
395) are ottered dunng the first six week term
(May 20 thru June 28). CRJU 210 (MTWR
1:00-2:30) it a required course lor aft CJ
majors. CRJU (TR 6:00pm - 9 00pm) Ills an
elective. If you'd like further information or want
assistance registering lor this course, call Tim
Carter at 3720373
Mind and Body Massage
Ohio Suite - in the Union @ 8pm
FREE Admission
Sponsored by UAO @ 2-7164
Monday. April 29

"FREE POPCORN AT THE CLAZEL"*
The Student Organization of Social
Workers Is sponsoring a food drive lo benelil Open Arms Domestic Violence Shelter.
Juet bring 2 or more canned goode to the
Clazat Friday. April 26 - Thure., May 2 and
receive tree popcorn wtth your paid movie
admission!

PHI ETA SIGMA
For those new members who did not pick up
their pins, you can pick them up m 550 Education Bmldmgl
PHI ETA SIGMA

Ananton Special Education majors
S C.E.C. mealing ihit Sunday April 28 al 6pm
Elections tor next year's officers will be held.
Education 115.

UAO Weekend Movie
Waiting to Exhale
Friday A Saturday. April 26 A 27
8 p.m, A 11 p m. -111 Olscamp
$2 00

BGSU Women's Hookey Club
Informational Meeting
Monday Apm 20th al 0:30 p.m
in f.e FieWhouae Meeting Room

SERVICES OFFERED

1996-07

'Kappa Alpha Order*
The gentlemen ol Kappa Alpha Order
would like to thank Beta Theta Pi lor
running, once again. another terrific
BETA 500> Congrats to Sigma Phi Epatfon
and Alpha Chi Omega lor Irushing 011
Great Jobl Last, but certainly not least,
Congrats to coach Scon Wiiitg, Jet Carter,
Brian Dziekan. Mike Gould. SconBradach,
Kevin Hughes, Korey Heisetman. and
Steve Balaban for finishing second in only
our firstyeariThanks K> everyone who
supported us too1 Wait 'M next year KAI

Call the Sport.vtmsifUlnm-Hit Line Today
Sports fun, scores, point spreads, and much
more. Call 1 900 656 6000 ext
5657.
$2 9vvrmn Must be 18 yrs or older ProCal
Co. 602-954-7420

CAMPUS POLIYEYES

aayot initiation!
I can! wait to can you
brother • Good Luck!
Big Jen
•Delta Sigma Pi'

TV. Inongi
GRADUATES AND JOB SEEKERS
Resumes that get results
Contact Jeff @ Resume Professionals
353-1711

Alpha Phi'Alpha Phi
Will Work for Food??
Alpha Phi is looking for a houseboy
for next year. Interviews will
be held next week, call
the house at 372-2589 to set
up an interview.
Alpha Phi-Alpha Phi

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVE NOW"
10 mm horn BG S.U. campus
Student A Group discounts
Mastercard/VISA accepted
SKYDIVE BG.352-5200

SMORGASBOARDDAILVI
KARAOKEI THIS SATURDAY!
DEAD-HEAD SALE
Education Bkfo Steps

^NEWIPVE
Rentals

* 2 bdrm. apt.
* Low prices

328 S. Main

Our Only Office
352-5620

Don't ruin your spnng vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning' 352-7689

lo-aaopm

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Don't forget to return you End of the year report, summer contact, and Organizations Fair
registration to the Office of Student Lite Office,
Room 405. Studerfl Services by May 3. Any
question regarding these forms? Call Student
Life ai 372-2843.
Asiamerifest "96
A celebration of food, music. & friendship.
Friday, April 26. 5pm m Countryside Dining m
McDonald West.
Asian Foods buffet - no charge, really.
Winners of Asian/American Art A Essay
Contest Announced, prizes awarded. Still time
to enterl Win $75.00 sponsored by Asian
Communities United. Call Christine 353-2060
or Scon 354-1115 to tell us you wiH attend!
Delta Sigma PI
Lil Chris.
Initiation is almost here
So do not fear!
You've done great so far
and I'm real proud of youll
Love, Big Lisa

Tuesday 4/23 thru»/2«
Allusions of Grandeur will be selling and displaying products suitable ror as BGSU.
Sponsored by UAO @ 2-7164.

EUROPE $169
CaribOearvMenco Si 89 R/T
Be a little flexible and save $t$
Well help you beat the airline pnees.
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH 800-326-2009
airhiich9neicom.com

Delta Sigma Pi
Lil' Laura.
The day has arrived. Can you behave ii. it's
been seven weeks Know trie purpose and al
the stud. Good Luck.
Your B-g Mndy
Delta Sigma Pi

SECRETARY'S DAY
UAO would like lo acknowledge the hard work
of all the secretaries on the BGSU Campus.
Your hard work and contribution ID this campus
is appreciated)

Delta Sigma Pi
Dear Lynda.
Saturday is the day.
Know al the stuff and youll
do great. Do you know who I am yel?
Your Secret Big
Delta Smma Pi

SECRETARY'S DAY
SPACE ASSIGNMENTS

Delta Sigma Pi
Kick some bun
Remember while undies
Initiation day is here
Sing loud and dear
Your Big, Monica

UAO would like lo thank Shannon Tacketl and
Dons Rahe of Space Assignments for their
tremendous help dunng the 95-96 school year.
We appreciate your supponi

Delta Sigma Pi
Lil' Jason B.
Good Luck Ihis weekend"

SPACE ASSIGNMENTS
Tom Gorman
Greg Wilder
Demmy Stain meti
PARALLAX VIEW
8:00pm Friaay
Sufficient Grounds. Cricket West
Near Westgate. Toledo

Fauch
Delta Sigma Pi

Delia Sigma Pi

Only a little bit longer,
You've made your family so proudll
Saturday is only a day awayl!
Big Lisa

FEELING STRESSED?
Learn how to relax and reduce stress
and massage techniques lor
face, feet & hanos
Mind and Body Massage Workshop
FREE ADMISSION
Ohio Suite @ 8pm on
Monday. April 2ft
sponsored by UAO & 2-7164

Lil Lynda.

Delta Sigma Pi
Brandy.
Good luck at Ini nation
Know your stuff, and get
prepared for a day you
wiH never forget Your
the BEST LITTLE.

continued on p. 10

Your Big
Delta Sigma Pi

CHOW-n-CfaaUenge
♦
♦
♦
♦

MID AM MANOR

t

Attention all students'
Grants. Scholarships Available
Qualify Immed. 1 -800-257 3834

HHM

ATTENTION STUDENTS'!
If you have located a summer job
that is related to your MAJOR.
stop by the Co-op Office to register tor
a free transcript notation.
VALIDATE YOUR EXPERIENCEI
310 Student Services
2-245t details

Come support Relationships on the Road. Al
day Tues. May 30th m the Union.

801 & 803 Fifth St.
FREE HEAT!
J

* Laundry rooms
■k Furn. or unfurn.

PERSONALS

Attention Students!
Need » ship a package
Horn*? Check out A lo Z
Data Center in Friday's

Come hear
Treasurer Ken Black well
4 p.m. Tuesday. April 30th
Room 219 Olscamp

Congratutat ions
Phi Upeflon Omkron Officer.
President Julie Engle
Vice-President Shen Pabian
Secretary; Laura Baleson
Treasurer: Heather Siegmund
Publicity Chair: Amy Jalon
Historian: Pamela Kroiak
Initiation Chair: Oeanna Solomon

Word Procetiing - Term Papers, Thetis.
Dissertations. Resumes on Laser Printer
Call 352*705 <S to 9).

•NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer 1996
and school year 1996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat and water included, air conditioning.
641 Third St Apt 4, B.C. Resident Manager 352-4380

"The G.S.SMulticultural Circle"
Multiculturalism at BGSU:
Outlook for 1996-97
Where do we 30 from here?

♦

t

sW

,aV,e*

.^e*1' Sunday, April 28 _
10 a.m.-4 p.m. JSf
Intramural Fields
^o*-,
(Next to the Doyl Perry Stadium)

Participate in...

♦ tug of war
♦ volleyball

♦ softball

eDOnsored by
v
V\\

\\\

♦ & an eating contest.
\ *
Everyone is invited to join the fun

For more inlormation contact UAO @ 2-7164

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

HOP
TO IT!

Presenters:
• Jasmine Lambert, AAGSA
• Vincent Njoroge, WSA
• Aruna Femandes, India Students Assoc.
• Lisa Delsado, Juntos
• Special Guest, Dr. Sydney
Ribeau, BGSU President
Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate
Multicultural Affairs Committee, Scott Shepsrd, Chair

The Public is invited to listen, to participate!

Monday April 29, at St. Thomas Moore's,
intheAntioch Room.
Delicious sandwiches, snacks provided for all
by "Call of the Canyon" -No Charge!

32 OZ.
(NON-REFILLABLE)

SPONSORED BY BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS
& COCA-COLA
AVAILABLE AT: HARSHMAN. COMMONS, FOUNDERS, AND
MCDONALD DINING HALLS, GT DELI.GALLEY. AND
DOWNUNDER

Don't just
sit there!
Stop in today
for a complete
apartment listing.

Call For Our
Competitive Rates

R.E. Management
• 841 Eighth St.
• 733 Manville
• 7SS ManvUle
• 777 Man ville

• 640 Eighth St.
e 317 N. Main St.
e Campus Manor
(SOS Clough)

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)
'■"iM

■'

St. (next to Kioto's)
Call Now! 113 RailroadOpen
Mon. thru Fri. %J
QCTO OqAO
8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
%J<JZ. ^KJ\J^.
Open Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.nt

1
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continued from p. 9
Grand little Lynfla Get Paycfieoi
The Big day is almost haral
Beslol luck at aiialionl
Tknow you wil maka your tamMy proudl
Low. Your Grandtag, Kelly
HOTIHOTIHOTI
Lota 20 Iba. by summer braakl
New maiaboliam breakthrough. Results guaranteed! Fraa gift with purchaaa. $29.95 coat.

Call! 800-334-1864.

INTERNSHIP: COOP AND VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
THE KEY YEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS • PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS ' PR PEOPLE
AND MARKETERS.
GET INVOLVED
CALL 372 8086 OR STOP BY 28 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTIII
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES: THIS SEMESTER FORFEIT FEES MAY BE PICKED
UP N THE WTRAMURAL OFFICE. JUST
BRING IN YOUR RECEIPT BY HAY (TH.
JHE OFFICE WILL BE OPEN 12:00-S:OOPM
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY DURING FINALS
WEEK.
JUMP AND SPIN INTO THE FIGURE SKATING CLASS. NEED ONE MORE CREDIT
HOUR FOR FALL? FIGURE SKATING
CLASS. SIGN UP FOR PEG 161 OR 261.
lil Melissa.
Ona more day I will say.
Brolher.
il you ma kail
Good Luck

Secret Little Karen.
Good Luck at Initiation!
I know youII be ternlic and make Jen 6 Meaoia
proudll
Your Secret Big
Tom Gorman
Demmy Stelnmetz
Greg Wilder
PARALLAX VCW
Sufficient Grounds
Toledo-CncketWest

Lil T ma BIG day it finally here.
No more worries and nothing lo fear
You've awaited Initiation Day.
Tomorrow you'll be Brothers with your Big
Ronee. Hare's a law to make you stand out
•2 sharp panels A a calculator' No Doubtl
Saner make sure your tidy whi ties ate
dean. We don't wany any streaks or
stripes to be seenl
Man - Keep up rie good workl
You're almost tnerel
Love Yal - Joey
NEED ONE MORE CREDIT HOUR
FALL?
LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATEII
SIGN UP FOR PEG 160 OR 260.

UAO Weekend Movie
Waiting 10 Exhale
Friday A Saturday, Aprs 26127
8p.m. A n p.m.-111 OscampHall
8200
USFSA COMPETITIVE PRECISION
TEAM FORMING NOW. CALL
372-8521 FOR INFORMATION.

WANTED
1 Female Sublease* needed lor summer. Ovn
room, semi-furnished apt. Call lor details
353-S423 ask lor Jen.
1 MF aummar subleaser Furnished apt.. A*C.
tree cable, reasonable rent. Utilities included,
dose to campus, dean Also need roommate
lor 96-07 school year Call 354 8067
1 or 2 people to liveIn Columbia Courts lor tie
98 97 school year. Call Jen @ 353-0089 lor oetaiisl

2-3 Subleasers needed lor summer and 'all
$i 35/mo + elec. Free shuttle to campus. Call
Jennifer 354-2161.
3 subleasers wanted for summer. Duplex with
AX. t156/mo. plus utilities. Starts In May.
Call 352-4295 or 352-0579.
DESPERATELY NEEDED 1 FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR SLIMMER ONLY
LEASE
STARTS JUNE 1ST $165 MO . UTl. APT.
ON 5TH STREET. CALL 372-5448 FOR
MORE INFO.
Female summer subleaser needed across
horn campus. $150 per month plus utilities
Call 354-8135. Have own room. Stan S-11-96.

FOR

PARALLAX VCW
Sufficient Grounds
Toledo-Cricket West
Saturday, 0pm
PARALLAX VCW
PARALLAX MTEW
PARALLAX VCW
8:00pm Friday
Sufficient Grounds, Cricket West
Near Wastgate. Toledo

Helpl I desperately need a summer subleaser!
Have your own apL on S. College nest lo T.V.
Station. Keep my pet deposit and 111 pay
$ioo/mo I Ready when you are. Call
353 1056.
Hey! 1 bedroom conage-ish duplex aval for
summer only S235/mo. »uW. 352-9376 Tim.
I will pay hall your rant
Own bedroom and bath. $110. 709 5th St. Ca"
JeK at 352-7472.
Male or female subleaser from now until May.
$22Smo. Close lo campus. Electric & phone
only. Very race apt Can 353-3212.
Need 2-3 roommates lor summer. House on
Ridge Rent negotiable. Call 372-4941. ask lor
Mark
Subleaser needed from 5/10/96 to 7/31/96.
own bedroom and bathroom. $190 * gas A
electnc. once negotiable. Call Jim or Macy at
354-4516

Earn Money in the Sun!
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN
COLUMBUS!!!
We art looking for high-energy, friendly
people to work this summer at Darby's
Cafe (located next to Ohio Center and the
Stale Capitol Building) as:

Serverm
Food Runner*

Contra
Apply TodMylll
Hyatt on Capilol Square

75 East State State
Columbus. Oh 43215
614J65-4S20
Darta SteavSsaia)
EoeMF/D/V

COUNSELOR* - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 poeAlonel Coed aummar camp. Pocono
Ulna. PA. Good salary/Hpel (908) Ht-Xm.

Warned: anger/Songwriter for Funk/Hock
Band. Established musicians w/major label
industry merest looking tor serious inquiries
only. Can Scon Hayes at (419) 535-8880 or
Doug Summers at (419) 872-1361.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. APPLY NOW FOR
SUMMER, Wf No experience required High
pey/benefita 1-800-636-«S4SEs1.C3507.

HELP WANTED

Saturday. 9PM

1 or 2 subleasers wanted lor studio apt.
■ Can be available IMMEDIATELY. Call Bryan at
353 6168. leave message.
Big Jason

Summer Subleaser Needed .House dose lo
campus. Own room, $150 . uts. per month.
354-5184 Stan after finals

Subleaser wan led
Large one bedroom apartment. .
dose to WBGU-TV through
August. Call Caryal 353 3191
SUBLEASE RS
lor SUMMER ■ge
ACROSS Ihe STREET FROM
CAMPUS Call 354-4086

$$$ HEADING HOME TO CLEVELAND FOR
THE SUMMER? HELP PAY FOR FALL TUITION OR HAVE EXTRA SPENDING MONEY
FOR SUMMER. $7/HR. 9-5 M-F.NO WEEKENDS AND NO EXPERCNCE NECESSARY.
MODERN OFFICES IN CLEVELAND AREA.
216-226-T117.
$i0O0'a monthly residual income. No Inveatment. No sailing. Call 24 hrs.
1-800-223-6477. Sponsor: DA7522326.
$35,000/YR. INCOME POTENTIAL reading
books. Tol free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. R-2076
tor details.
2 desks clerks needed to cover weekend 4pm Mdnight and Midnight - 8am shifts. Apply at
Buckeye Budget Motor km. 352-1520.
ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Student neededl Earn up to
$3,000 $6,000 . per month
Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female
No experience necessary. For more

information cal:

1-208-971-3510 eat. AS54444
Student Employment Services

ALASKA EMPLOVMENT-Fishories. Parks.
Resorts hiring lor summerl Earn to
$3.0OO-$6.0OO/mol Airfarel RoomlBoerdI
FREE VIOEO w/ programl Call
(919)932-1489, oxt. A102.
Are you 'Outgoing
'Self Motivated
'Goal-Oriented
'A Team Player
'Sales Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking for successful advertising account executives tor Fan 1996/Spnng
1997. AppHcasons available at 204 West Hail
or call John Virostek at 372-2605 for more details
ASSEMBLERS: Excelent income to assemble
products at home Into 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
OH-6255.
AuPare needed for handicapped person lo
spend 2 moa. ol the summer w/famity in
France rel. Required. Can 352-1147
Bartender and wait stall.
Edgewood Inn. Pemberville. OH.
Apply In person Rt. 6 A 199.
Business is great!
The Findlay Inn has openings in the following
areas: sous chef, servers & lacques fie dining
room, weekend bartenders in the Pheasant
Lounge Apply in person at Findlay Inn A Con
lerence Center. 200 E. Mam Cross. Findlay.
Oh
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED Trimdown
Fitness, coed camp located in the CatskiD
Mountains ol NY. All Sports. Water-skiing.
Canoeing, Ropes. Lileguards. Cralis, Dance,
Aerobics, Nuvition, Kitchen, Office 120 posilions. Call Camp Shane (800) 292-2267.
CASEY'S IS HIRING
All shins - flexible schedule.
1025N Main.BG

Summer 96 Sublease's (2) Huge Apt.. 2 full
bafia. A/C. Only pay June/July rent. Avail.
May 12th. Please call 354-50M
Summer Sublessors Needed!
Looking for 2 people tor the whole summer,
(preferably friends) and one person tor final
session (7/1-8/9). Big while house next to
Mark's - 536 E. Wooster - great location! Ca"
3535464
SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
spacious 4 bdrm house - 4th and high
call: 352 7576. rent negotiable.
Take over lease on one bedroom apt. Quiet
and rent negotiable. Ask tor Scon, 354-6188 or
372-2736.
Urgentl $100 oft/mo. Take over lease tor
summer 96 or tor 96/97 school year 1 bdrm
apL 2 blcka from campus. Extreme*/ quiet
Furnished w/ dishwasher, gas heat. A/C.
laundry. Only $245/mo. » uW. * gas. Can
353-8708.

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

Cashier. Pro Shop. Waitress. Waiter, restaurant. Must be 21 (or restaurant. Tanglewood
Golf Club 833-1725.
Child care A light house keeping. Rasp, individual needed to babysit Mon. - Thurs. 630 v 5 30 Must love kids have good driving record
8 own car. Rel. req. Call Mary at 352-8287
after 5pm.
Child care. My home. 3 days a week and every
oeW Saturday. Please caiuia-o88-4g07.
CNIdcare - summer babysitter (all or part ol
summer) 8 sun. - 2 pjn. in my Perrysburg
home tor 7 yr. boy A 4 yr. girt. Must love ot*
dren. Educ Major pre!.. e«p A rel. required.

672-2109.
Cleaning and Maintenance help needed. Start
Ing May 10. Apply at 316 E. Many Apt. 3 or cal

353-0325.
COLLEGE PRO PAeVTERS
PAHTE RS WANTED FOR BG AREA
NOEXPERCNCE NEEDED
CALL DUST IN AT 353-8022

EARN GREAT MONEY and valuable sales A
marketing experience. Memohnk is coming to
BGI We need one highly moavaled individual
10 help us coordinate our project Call Dave al
(800) S63-86S4 tor more information.
Golf course maintenance. Seasonal position■
$6.00 per hour. Apply in person. Toledo Country Club Maintenance bldg 3949 River Rd.
Toksdo.M-F.7a.rn.-2p.in.
Home City tee Company la now hinng for these
positions: Route Drivers, Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. CompeMve wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Wchigan. Call tor details at
I 800-899-8070
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential
Can 1-800-513-4343 Ext B-9849
INTERNSHIP: CO-OP ANO VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
THE KEY YEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS' PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS' PR PEOPLE
ANO MARKETERS
GET INVOLVED.
CALL 372-8086 OR STOP BY 28 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTIIII
Live near Sandusky?
Love the islands?
Apply with Goodtime Island Cruises
in Sandusky Jackson St. Pier

(419)825-9692
Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees
These jobs are mainly assembly ol small parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schedule Only one block off BGSU campus,
south ol Wooster Slreel. so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate ol pay is $4 25 per hour. Come by lo pick
up an application form. Advanced Specially
Products, Inc., 428 dough Street. Bowing
Green. OH 43402.
Mr. Spots now hiring. Al posisons avail, tor
summer and 98r97 school year. Apply in per
son M-F from Z-7.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parka.
Forests t Wilokfe Preserves. Excellent bene•ts A bonuses' Cal: l 206-971-3620 sit N
55445.
Office Cleaning evenings. 12-15 hntxeak.
Own transportation required. Cal 352-5822.
Responsible, caring babysitter needed tor 2nd
shin. Flexible hrs.. 2 chtdren $ and 11. Cal
1 419-868-1131.
Sitter needed. 5-10 hrsAeeek. Flexible.
Weekends and evenings. BG area. Please can
Kay M-F, 10-4.823-3435.
STILL LOOKING FOR A SUMMEB JOB?
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail, in SRC office
Apply NOWI For Into cal 2-7477
Students wanted now and into summer
Now Accepting Appacasons.
Chutoiilis Supermarket • mornings A
eves avail, in our Perrysburg store.
Apply al Churchill's Supermarket
10 min. N. ol BG on Rt. 25 ai
Perrysburg

Summer Business
Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost
Management training
Earn up lo $600 per week.
Vehide required.
Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074
Summer Employment. Warehouse work. Fuf.
time. Overtime available. 1st 6 2nd Shift

Summer Employment • Painters Wanted tor
Toledo, Daykm, and Canton areas. $e-9/hr.
Advancement opportunities
Can ioday"i
t-600 879-2656.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry-level A career positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Mexico, Caribbean, etc.). Wansail, housekeepers, SCUBA diva leaders, fitness counselors, and more.
Call Resort Employment Services
1 -206-971 -3600 ext R55443.
UMVERSTTY PAINTERS
$6-$9/hr. - 300 posit Ions avail.
Painters, foreman, Irainere
Cokimbus, Toledo, Canton,
Dayton, Cincinnati, Cleveland
Training provided, work ml other BO
students. For Info In your hometown call
1-800-879-2656
Window washer needed for commenoal locations. Own transportation required. Cal
352 5822.

Cutlass.

$800

O.B.O.

Brass Day bed w/rtew matrass $150. 6 mos
ok! computer desk w/ printer stand $50. Cal
Came al 354-0125.
For Sale: Loft, good shape, very sturdy. $75 If
interested call Bren or Andy at 353 Q418.

Summer Wait Stall. Jacques Restaurant: also
need Sous Chef. Apply in Person, Findlay Inn
and Conference Center. 200 E. Main Cross St.
Findlay. Ohio or call i 800-825-14S5 ask tor
ext. 103.
The Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department has an immediate need tor two (2)
seasonal park laborers. One seasonal position
for Carter Park • ball field maintenance and one
tor City Park - faolity maintenance Starting
pay is $6.00 per hour. Applications can be obtained at 417 City Pant Dr. Bowling Green or
tor information call 354-6223. The City ol Bowl
ing Green is an equal opportunity employer.

Organizational skills
P^^^^^GotoStudent trnploumentfo' more information

•IJs.'iU-J-M.PI^rriMI:

Kim Casado
Alhson Dolan
Lisa Lawson

Altos
Tenors
Christine Myers
Thomas Kinney
Mary Beth Zachary Brian Pfaltzgraff
Jan Rule

Haven House Manor
Apartments
1515 E. Wooster

Basses
Charles Holland
Scott McEwen

Robin McEwcn

Instrumentalists:
Grace Baker and Sherry Buckheit, violin
Helen Doyle, viola; Elizabeth Hamaker, cello
Roger Schupp, timpani; and Vernon Wolcott, organ
Biblical commentary (Kings 17 and 18): Rev. David C. Young

Renting for Summer & Fall
352-9378

Come join us I
126 Church Street

I

3&-5176

I

/
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GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
600 Third Si renring tor the
coming Srnr., son. yr 1996-97 ft
12 mo. Excellent l br. ft 2 or units
Convenient location, reasonable rales.
Al utilities included.
Slop by office »10
PHONE 352-4988
House 835 5th. 3 bdrm. utility rm. ofl-streen
parking. Close to campus. Year lease $750.
Aug. to Aug. 352-9392.
Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year. 9 month, and summer leases

Call 352-7454

Moving Sale - Must Soil" i
One Dorm loft -Great Shape
$60.00080
couch $ loveseat excellent cond.

SENIOR/GRAO STUDENTS
2 bdrm A/C, gas heal, new paint, ft
carpel, quiet area, laundry $495/mo.
Ample Parking Jay-Mar Apts.

$75.00060
can 354-2020 after 500pm
Two 72 pm 4MB Sims lor IBM
$ 100 each OBO Can Gwyn 353-6913

ORAD STUDENTS PROFESSIONAL
1 bdrm., new, high emc. gas heat and cool
ceramic tile, plush apts, laundry $490Vmo
Parking, The Homestead

FOR RENT

GRAD STUDENTS/PROFESSIONALS
1 bdrm, quiet area, A/C, spacious, laundry,
ample parking, $39S/mo.

-

* Summer Apartments Available '

The rtghlands. 354-6036
from 10 Am.-5 p.m.

Call 353-0325
Very dose to campus. A/C, Furnished
" Rooms lor Rent"
729 4>i St.-Females
309 1/2E Merry-Males.
Furnished. Call 3530325.

Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm. efficiency apt., fur
nished. dean, quiet, vary close to campus. Perfect for grad. student or older undergrad. Available May 10 - Aug. 15. $270rmonth . elec
352-5336.

•Moribdrm apts.316E.Merry"
g, 10.12,15 mo. leases 96-97 sen yr.
Call 353-0325

Subleaser needed In aummar. 3 bdrm. house.
very dean, own room, washer/dryer, large
xnchen. 2 bathrooms. Call 354-3189.

1 A 2 bdrm apt. aval. 9 A i2mo.
leases including heat, hot water, cooking &
sewer. Located doughs Mercer 352-0164
12 month leases starting May 16.1998
404 1/2 E. Court - Eflic. - 1 person - $265 e
uol.
408 E. Court • 2 bdrm - 2 person - $460 a utii
Skive Smith 352 8917
1996-97 school year. 2 bdrm. turn, or unfum.
apts. $500 per mo. ind. tree heal, water,
sewer, gas 6 HBO 705 7th St 3540914.
2 bdrm. mobile home tocaied in BG on Brim
Rd. Ind. wshr/dry. and al appliances.
$375rmo plus dep. Call Lance 352-4138 alter
6 p.m.
2 bdrm.. lurnyunfurn apts. $500 for entire
summer, mci tree water, sewer, gas. and
HBO 724 6th St.. 705 7th St. Call 354-0914.
2 or 3 bdrm house. Near campus ft downtown.
Quiet people piel 354-1790

Want your own apt. tor the summer
Brooke al 354-9735.

Can

WHERE TO HANG YOUR HAT?
CALL 352-3445
Tell us WHO you are, WHEN you need an apt.
WHAT length ol lease you need. WHERE you
live now, WHYyou would be a good renter, and
WE'LL try to help you out.
601 3rd"'704 5th"'7107!tl

Asiamerifest
1996
A celebration of food, music
and friendship.

2 Summer Subleasers needed tor house dose
to campus. For more info please cal: 353-4414
or 372 6174 or 372-4507.
3 Bdrm. House. Close
Lease Call3548420

ID

Campus. Aug. - May

Management Inc.

iHfitajpPP

Preferred Properties
Management Company

Friday. April 26 at
S p.m. at the
Countryside Dining
Room
in McDonald West Hall

1045 N. Main St.
1 Bedroom, Great Location
716 E. Wooster #2, Across
from South Hall. 12/mo. lease
starts 5-15-96 $410 + Electric
353-5800

•A feast of Asian foods will
be provided, buffet style. All
food Is FREE.

Management Inc.

•Traditional and
contemporary music will be
provided by the "Sound
System."

€xpencnce, and

Sopranos

Call 352-9371 ft leave a message.
Clean. Deluxe 2 bdrm. furn. dishwashers, resident mgr.. A/C heat, water A sewer p/ov
Need May renters - Call Greg 354-0401 altar
6pm.

For Sale: Couch, nice shape, only $50 O.B.O.
Must sell. Call Gma at 352 9182

Rd Design. Macintosh

in the Sanctuary on Sunday, April 28th at 10 a.m.
Soloists:

Avail. Aug. 1 • 1 yr. lease
2 Lg. '1 bedrm. furnished apis, on Prospect
$595 includes ulilnies
2 bedrm. house on Ada Ave. $595* uM
3 bedrm house, 2 baths on University Ln. $885
t utilities.
3 bedrm. house on Troup Ave. $795 • uol.

87' Chevy Astro Van. marw new parts. Asking
$3500 or besl offer. Call (419) 372-3438 ask
lor Nik if no answer leave a message.

Evergreen Apts - 215 E. Poe
Rd. 1 Bdrm or Efficiency units.
15 min. walk to Math/ Science
Bldg. $225 & $330/ mo. Only
9 left for 1996-97 353-5800

Elijah

3 bedrm. house, 2 baths on Leroy. $860 • utilities
3 bedrm. house, 2 baths on University Ln $860
• utl.

Call

APPLY NOW

The Chancel Choir
First Presbyterian Church of Bowling Green
presents
Excerpts from Felix Mendelssohn's

MM.

Convenient Store caahiera needed. Full and
pan-time. Apply tor both Comer Carryout.
Front St. and Rt. 65. Grand Rapids.

Industrial Positions
♦ Excellent Pay
♦Attendance Bonus
•All Shirts Available

319 North Blanchard St.
Findlay, OH 45840
(419)423-4121

Avail, in May -1 yr. lease:
1 bedrm apt. on University Ln $595 includes u-

Eflic. $2iS/mo. plus alec, ft gas. Close to
Campus. 353-2420, ask tor Gary.

FOR SALE
1979 Olds
372-1741.

ATTENTION" Need 1-2 Female Subleasers
tor the summer lo live with 3 other fun coot
guis Please don't hesintate to call. We really
need you Please phone Mandy 81372 6231

Management Inc.
1 BRDM 222 N. Church
Downtown Location
300/mo. + Gas 353-5800

•Winners of the AsianAmerican Art & Essay
Contest will be announced
and prizes awarded.

•There is still time to enter
both the art and the essay
contestsl Win $75,001
Call Christina at 353-2050
or Scott at 354-1115 to tell
us you're coming!
Sponsored by
Asian Communities United

READY FOR A FANTASTIC SUMMER JOB,*
Become a reservation agent at the Red Roof Inn
Corporate Office in Hllllard, OH. Take advantage
of a great salary plus a weekly incentive program.
We are open 24 hours, offering a variety of hours.
GET SET... to work In a casual, relaxed _^^
atmosphere.
J^^^^L
GO! CALL (614) 876-3278!

/EiflY

Monday - Friday 8 am - 5 pm
4355 Davidson Rd.
Hillard, OH 43026

|(»« 1
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^/

CENTRAL
RESERVATIONS

